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Home»Play»Simulation»Idle Fitness Gym Tycoon Have you ever wanted to open a business for something? Do you want to be the moderator of something serious enough to make money? Then you can introduce the game Idle Fitness Gym Tycoon, this is a free GYM room simulator game on the mobile platform. This game has very unique gameplay, making it easy for
newcomers and those familiar with the kind of financial simulation games that should be attracted to their phone screens. Run your gym and become a fitness tycoon! You will play the role of the head of a gym, you will be the head of the gym gym to the top. At the beginning of the game you will own a GYM room, including a number of well-equipped units, a dressing room, a
vending machine and an automatic door system for guests to enter. You have to catch many customers and constantly upgrade your equipment in the gym to make your business smooth. The more modern your equipment is, the more confidence the GYM room will take, and customers want to spend more money on their workouts here. The more customers who come to visit,
the more money you will have to invest the brand new equipment to meet demand. In addition to upgrading equipment, you also need to open several wardrobes, extending the automatic fundraising system to the gym, ... If you put yourself in the customer's seat, you won't be queuing too long for your trip, won't you? Every time you use a device, all customers have to pay.
Upgrading the training machine will help the customer's exercises more efficiently, the guest will practice a certain exercise faster to turn guests in line behind the next exercise, and it will make the room revenue bigger and bigger. The game also has a number of other features to help you increase revenue and attract as many customers as advertising, posting brochures, or just
extending the parking lot to the gym, ... The game also has some other special effects, for example, sometimes there will be a bus carrying dozens of guests, helping you increase a portion of your revenue. You can cooperate with a high-profile investor, you can get a big fee for this. Are you ready to manage the gym empire? After a while, the gym has earned a decent amount of
capital, you can use it to open a brand new gym, with better build quality, in a place with good business conditions besides. Above all, the income will increase to 50 times compared to the old gym. At some point your GYM will become very popular, your reputation will even reach the famous athletes. You can hire these athletes to make your gym reputation even greater. When
you are busy unable to see how the GYM room is doing, be safe, the room will remain open 24/24 and revenue will increase steadily. Nevertheless, the revenue of the gym you still need to have it managed when you're away. Therefore, the game allows you to hire a manager, so your earnings will increase 5 times compared to when you are away without a Isn't that great? Simple
character simulation, 3D pixel graphics The game owns a rhythmic, live music background, very suitable for a GYM. The sound of the game is also very detailed, you can hear the sound of guests chatting with each other, this helps to make your gym more lively and lively, while helping players to have a much more realistic experience. The interface of the game is easy to
understand, adaptable for beginners, players can interact with almost anything in the gym by tapping them on the screen. Along with half-hearted 3D graphics with 2D, the game exudes a very special look. Designing 3D characters in the game is very cute, combined with creativity in the design of gym equipment, each upgrade of gym machines has a very unique design. (The
weightlifting platform lifts a cow, the treadmill has obstacles, the sandbag of punching is essentially an atomic bomb, ...). With such design, developers have been very successful in making their works more interesting than ever. Overall, Idle Fitness Gym Tycoon is a game well worth trying out for everyone. The unique cuteness of the design, along with the extremely attractive
gameplay, will certainly leave many beautiful impressions for players of all ages. On top of that, this is a completely free game with very light graphics, making it easy for all classes of players to have a smartphone. Enjoy the simple but extremely addictive gameplay in Idle Fitness Gym Tycoon as you learn to become one of the greatest gym leaders. Open your own gym and make
it a famous place for fitness enthusiasts to visit when they have time. Feel free to design your own gym, buy all kinds of equipment, and upgrade your facilities so you can attract more and more customers to the hood. Get involved in various aspects of the Gym business as you learn to be a fantastic tycoon. Learn more about this amazing mobile game from Codigames with our
reviews. StoryIn game, players will find themselves in the beautiful looking Gym, where you will start up business and develop it into a famous place for fitness and beauty. Find yourself getting involved in all sorts of different tasks inside the gym, from managing your workers, buying and upgrading new equipment, expanding the gym, and providing new services. You need to learn
the art of doing businesses by managing your financial status properly and continuing to make good money from the gym without sacrificing the quality of services. Feel free to have fun as you try to run an entire Gym with all sorts of different things to worry about. In addition, the game also has the unique and interesting idle tapping gameplay, which allows you to make money with
your businesses even when you are not playing this game. That said, you need to invest in equipment and facilities to make the most money every second. Here you will find all the exciting features that the game has to offer:For the first Android players will find themselves completely immersed in awesome Gym simulation gameplay. Enjoy the game as you build up your beloved
Gym from just a small business into the amazing Gym empire with dozens of different branches and thousands of employees. Explore the in-depth management options as you develop your entire gym with smart business decisions. Upgrade and improve services to gain more reputation. Attract new customers who will spend more on the gym and earn a fortune every day. Never
stop even when you're at the top of the world. Moreover, the game also introduces Android players to the thorough managing aspects of the gym that you need to take into account. Start by improving the quality of each of your rooms with new equipment, better environments and more experienced coaches. Attract more customers to your gym through a variety of advertising
options, then move to Aerobics and yoga room. Invite famous trainers or celebrities to your gym so you can drastically increase your popularity. And speaking of which, the game will also be your chances of getting involved in several training programs. Even you can also take your lessons in Pilates, Spinning, Yoga, Zumba, Boxing, Karate, Judo and many available classes.
Expand your gym and access more interesting fitness programs. Moreover, players in Idle Fitness Gym Tycoon are also allowed to expand your gym by building up new areas. This will allow you to have more area to put in your new machines, upgrade your facilities, and have more customers. And to provide some help during gym development, the game also has a number of
different growth strategies that you can pick up to run the gym, and most importantly, to attract new customers. That said, players in Idle Fitness Gym Tycoon will have access to many different marketing campaigns that they can shoot up to boost your reputation and revenue. Find yourself organizing ads on social networks, TV and newspapers. Or invite elite athletes and skilled
coaches to quickly serve a large number of new customers. In fact, you can even go as far as organizing certain sponsorships for athletes so that they can quickly promote your services to other customers. In addition, you also have your sponsored people competing in sporting events. When each championship is won, you will serve many new supporters for your brand. Be sure
to expect a huge wave of new customers after each successful marketing campaign. While it's always nice to have new customers going to the gym, you also have to spend your money on upgrading the facilities if you want your customers to have a good impression with the businesses. This can be done by improving service quality from staff campaigns, equipment upgrades,
room improvements and more. Moreover, you also need to pay attention to even the smallest details at your gym if you want to succeed. That said, can start by expanding the parking lot so that more customers can enter the Gym. Install the new wardrobe so that your customers will be happier to start exercising. And even the bathroom needs a remodel occasionally to keep
customers happy. And as an absolute manager, you also have to take care of all the different aspects of the gym. These can be done by taking a close look at the business reports delivered to you every day. Make sure you can keep track of how the gym is doing to come up with suitable plans for the future. Moreover, the game also has the exciting online gameplay where you
can compete with friends and other online players on the courts to become the world's best Gym tycoon. Find yourself taking on addictive online gameplay and challenge other players in interesting Leaderboards.To help you with gym tycoon adventure, the game also provides interesting missions to help you get started. As for those who want to boast with friends while still
earning rich rewards, you will definitely enjoy completing the amazing achievements of the game. In addition, the game will occasionally also include certain events with different themes you can enjoy. Participate in these unique events and earn special rewards. But be quick, since they won't last forever though. Despite having all the amazing features, Android players can still
have the game installed on their mobile devices completely free of charge. That said, you can only find and download the game from the Google Play Store whenever you want to start enjoying it. While the game is still free to play, many of you would still find in-app purchases and ads somewhat limiting. That said, to get the game completely unlocked, you may want to go for our
modified version of the game instead. Just download and install the Idle Fitness Gym Tycoon Mod Unlimited Money version from our website to enjoy the game to its fullest. Even if it doesn't have stunning 3D graphics or impressive visual experiences, players can still enjoy gameplay with intuitive interfaces and clear environments. Not to mention that the little out-of-the-box
gameplay also ensures that it will run smoothly on all your Android devices. With simple and relaxing soundtracks, players at Idle Fitness Gym Tycoon will quickly find themselves addicted to the audio experiences without even noticing. Fans of the famous Idle Miner Tycoon and Idle Mafia Tycoon will now have another pleasantly idle game to install on their mobile devices. With
simple and relaxing gameplay, you will surely find the game interesting, especially when you are too tired of the same old titles for mobile devices. And with a completely free and unlocked gameplay, we see no reason not to give this game a try. Try.
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